
Cases



Company specialized in technology, design and 

innovation, with over 25 years in the market. 

We develop mobile applications, e-commerces,

websites and systems in general.

Extensive experience in management processes,

usability, design thinking and innovation.

We create, develop 

and grow with you.



Project developed for Smart Monitor company, leader in digital solutions for 
health management. We developed the Acuma Health’s application and web 
portal, which helps in the registration and monitoring of data on patients 
with chronic diseases.

ACUMA HEALTH

+

DESIGN APP SYSTEMS SUPORT

https://apps.apple.com/br/app/acuma-health/id1450084071
https://vibryt.com/presentations/en/cases/%5bVIBRYT%5d%20Acuma%20Health.pdf


iOS and Android application under development. An app 
made for customers, barbers and barbershop owners, 
which promises to revolutionize the experience of going to 
the barber!

COMING SOON

QUE
APPDESIGNDESIGN APP SUPORT



Creation of SureShield’s system interface, a 
leading company in software technology for 
compliance and risk management , with a focus 
on usability to improve the user experience.

SURESHIELD

+

DESIGN SYSTEMS SUPORT

https://vibryt.com/presentations/en/cases/%5bVIBRYT%5d%20SureShield.pdf


Redesign and front-end development of the 
Canadian platform AquaMobile, a service for 
scheduling private swimming lessons and 
lifeguards on demand.

AQUAMOBILE

+

DESIGN SYSTEMS SUPORT

https://vibryt.com/presentations/en/cases/%5bVIBRYT%5d%20Aquamobile.pdf


Aegify is the world’s first exclusive software 
solution for risk, security and compliance 
management. We redesigned the Integrity 
Manager web app interface with a professional 
approach and a more sophisticated user 
experience to improve usability and attract 
more customers.

INTEGRITY 
MANAGER

+

*

*customer service, project management and UX / UI design.

DESIGN SYSTEMS SUPORT

https://vibryt.com/presentations/en/cases/%5bVIBRYT%5d%20Aegify.pdf


Application developed for booking helicopter and 
private jet flights. In the app, the user can book a trip, 
buy a seat on an existing flight or create an exclusive 
or shared flight to fly whenever he wishes.

HELO
APPDESIGN SYSTEMS SUPPORT

+

*

*customer service, project management and UX / UI design.

Acquired by

DESIGN APP SYSTEMS SUPORT

+

https://vibryt.com/presentations/en/cases/%5bVIBRYT%5d%20Helo.pdf


Project made for Tetra Pak, a catalog 
with features to facilitate navigation, 
such as the option to print, download 
and select the display language.

TETRA PAK

++

https://vibryt.com/presentations/en/cases/%5bVIBRYT%5d%20TetraPak.pdf


Thank You!

Eduardo Seminari 

CEO 

ed@vibryt.com 
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